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Paradis Criminel

An autumn night, on the outskirts of a small, sleepy town. A pretty young girl, with a reputation for being
a little “on the loose side”, is found dying in a ditch by the roadside. Beside her lies the dead body of her
friend Paul.
Their faces have been covered with masks: a wolf for Paul, Little Red Riding Hood for Virginie.
At first, the police think the two young people are the victims of a dramatic road accident. Paul died
instantly; Virginie has survived her injuries but is in a coma.The police start searching for the monstrous hitand-run driver guilty of this crime.
All the people in the area are extremely upset by this incident. But the truth takes an almost unbearable
turn when it becomes apparent that Virginie was raped then left by the roadside in agony. What started
out as an “ordinary” news item suddenly becomes a terrible tragedy. What really happened that night?
Who raped Virginie and tried to kill her, then went ahead and cold-bloodedly ran Paul over?
This quaint little town, where everyone knows everyone, suddenly becomes afraid of the secrets lying
beneath its seemingly peaceful surface. A hit-and-run driver-cum-rapist-cum-murderer is hiding out
somewhere in their midst!
Following the success of A Cry in the Night, a hit in France and in various other countries, director Serge
Meynard brings us a new, heavy, mesmeric thriller that takes a whole array of supposedly beyond suspicion
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characters and lays bare their secrets and hypocrisy.
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